SETTING STANDARDS FOR FIELD CONSISTENCY

Problem-solving is one of the most important skills a turf manager can have. Sometimes solving a sports-turf problem is a simple matter of applying logic to the situation. Some situations, however, call for creativity more than logic. Steve Cockerham of the University of California at Riverside applied some creativity to the problem of field consistency and came up with the idea for the UCR Fieldgauge pictured on the cover of this month’s issue.

This month’s cover shot may remind you of the ramps Evel Knievel used for his motorcycle stunts. Actually, it’s more like a stimpmeter for athletic fields. While nobody expects sports-turf managers to cut their fields to USGA greens standards, consistency between fields is an important factor, particularly in the case of a major event that is conducted at several different venues, such as the World Cup soccer matches. Cockerham and John Kiesling, agricultural operations shop manager at UC-Riverside, designed a unique tool that measures the action of a soccer ball on turf. They tested all nine U.S. venues for World Cup soccer and with the help of the field managers attempted to create consistent conditions for players at the venues.

The UCR Fieldgauge (sometimes called the “Cockerham Fieldgauge,” despite Cockerham’s objections) has obvious applications for sports-turf managers who coordinate operations at large soccer complexes in terms of keeping field conditions consistent from field to field. Logically, the concept could be extended to baseball fields. (Sports-turf managers with an entrepreneurial streak may want to think about designing a version of the fieldgauge for baseball.) While individual field quirks, such as Fenway’s Green Monster or the wind at Wrigley, are part of the game and probably always will be, field consistency should be a desirable quality, and we should not have to resort to plastic grass to obtain that goal. While some may argue that certain teams benefit from a “fast” or “slow” infield, the outcome of a baseball game should be decided by the talent of the players, not the condition of the field.

Sports-turf managers should be more like baseball umpires: objective, non-partisan experts charged with the responsibility of getting the field in the best condition for competition — for both teams. Most sports-turf managers try to do just that, despite the fact that few guidelines for creating field consistency have been set. Perhaps the UCR Fieldgauge is a step in that direction.
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